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Why did we find 2003 UB313 to be honest even in the 7
th

 house of the horoscope? One

year ago in August 2005 Eris was designated as 2003 UB313. It had no name but “Xena”,

a nickname. We based our research on the object itself instead on names and nicknames.

Eris

Why there is a good side to Eris? Because there are two of them! One is the “good one”

and daughter of the goddess Nyx. We could call it the spirit of capitalism. She stirs to

action. People eagerly compare their results with the neighbor and are stirred by

ambition. This Eris is competitive. The golden apple challenge reincarnates in capitalism

as well as beauty industry. No wonder many a passage about 2003 UB313 was about real

estate, beauty and competitiveness!

Eris

The other Eris is about war and strife. One is not satisfied with one’s own victory but

wants to see one’s enemy debased and totally destroyed. People who bombed house by

house only years ago in order to exterminate the enemy function as prime ministers.

Eris and Eris are about healthy competition or debasement to animal instinct. We are

often worse than any animal since the other Eris kills for sheer pleasure. A good example

of Eris in action is the WTC horoscope. Eris is exactly on the western horizon meaning it

was setting at the time of the impact. The event was documented in detail in several

publications. What strikes us is that Eris is associated with the golden apple that brought

strife and division much as New York is called the Big Apple. If this is a coincidence

then it is nevertheless a rare one.

In wishing you a self-fulfilling research on the meaning of Eris in your horoscope we

invite you to download many free resources on 2003 UB313 that accumulated during one

year of intensive study. 5 GB of material in PDF format is quite a lovely resource for all.



Eris at the Big Apple
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Eris is the largest dwarf planet. This distant object is even larger than Pluto is. Eris

“visited” New York at the time when the WTC impact happened. The event surely

brought discord all over the planet. At the time we were mostly predicting at the basis of

a Varuna Jupiter aspect since Eris was not discovered yet. Then Mars got near our planet

as it never was in 50 000 years precisely in the year Eris received its designation as 2003

UB313. There is more “coincidence” to come, so sit back and forget what you know

about astrology.

Eris was exactly on the western horizon of the event as if throwing the big apple of

Discordia at the planet. Eris has been discovered in Cetus constellation. This large

zodiacal constellation of the leviathan provoked the death of the pope and London

bombing with Venus and Mars in Cetus back in 2005. Another major transneptunian is

now moving from Cetus to Taurus. Its name is Sedna.

The Moon entered Orion precisely at the time of the impact. It is peculiar that Usama bin

Liden has Moon in Orion. This position is not very common; in fact it is somehow

exceptional. Whole generations have e.g. Saturn in Orion but Moon is Orion is a rare

event. Orion is of course as much a zodiacal constellation as Cetus.

Since the advent of the WTC with Moon in Orion we became wary of the twin accursed

stars below the Stargate, namely X1 and X2 Orionis. Our predictions for the war as

started with the entry of Venus in Orion in summer 2006 thus alas came true in detail.

We marveled at the paradox of 1992 QB1 being exactly at the tropical descendant of the

WTC map with Eris on the astronomic western horizon. 1992 QB1 is of course “Smiley”,

the first “cubewano” transneptunian object ever discovered back in 1992. The presence at

the descendant of both the then “10
th

 planet” and oldest veteran of the transneptunian

region stroke us like a kind of omen. Things will never be the same.



Eris Unleashed in the 12 Houses of the Horoscope
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Preface to the Second Edition

Eris was to be named in a couple of days from the publication of this new adaptation for

the large masses of astrologers. This extended version slightly adjusts to its mythology.

Eris is the major dwarf planet. In this version we arranged for its delineation in the 12

houses that can be used by the “old school of astrology”. Technical terms are omitted as

one can accompany the text with any tropical or Vedic delineation. We can nevertheless

offer a necessary information that could be useful: Eris is rather far from the ecliptic

albeit slowly approaching. It is best to take its aspects lightly and in a research mood.

When we speak of “conjunction” we usually mean around 15 degrees so please take this

facts into account when predicting issues using Eris or the transneptunian dwarf planets.

The astrological resources for Eris abound! One is able to choose among dozens of early

publications about Eris when it was still designated as 2003 UB313. At the time “Xena”

seemed surprisingly apt as a nickname for the giant as well as mysterious object. We

hope that Eris fits most expectations. The character of Eris might surprise the astrologer

in its sincerity. The outspoken character makes for clear emotional skies “I am that I am”

as it saves one from accumulating a lifetime of unnecessary double meanings.

The early publications about Eris or 2003 UB313 include the “X Zodiac” by which the

path of Eris becomes clear. More than 43 constellations would be too much for any

astrologer thus we are spared the expansion that discoveries like Pluto or Eris impose

upon the zodiac. The standard Neptunian zodiac has 24 IAU constellations. We can

safely accept this zodiac as standard. Eris is thus in a zodiacal position in Cetus

constellation. Thousand scans show Eris in Cetus and as progressing through the now

historical “X Zodiac”.



Astrology in the Year 2007
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Astrology

What is astrology?

Observation

The system

Classification

Calculation

Prediction

Interpretation

Initiation

Genuine astrology is linked to astronomical observation. The scientists have

discovered the dwarf planets. Superstitious people are quite unable to point at a

precise star in order to determine the e.g. ascendant. Superstitious people are bound to

use PC programs as made by equally superstitious as well as greedy people who

could not care less of the true position of the planets. Those unscrupulous people are

often fallen scientists. Perhaps the best of them have Eridanus ascending in their natal

horoscopes. Eridanus is the ascending constellation of the fallen guru and astrologer.

The history of the solar system is a fascinating subject as we keep discovering the

distant frontier along with a surprising quantity of enormous transneptunian objects.

Any research triumphs in order. Our own research classified the zodiacal



constellations into a set of 24 IAU constellations that form the astronomic zodiac. A

special set of IAU constellation forms the ascendant set of the time. At this epoch we

have only 16 eastern ascendants. The data as given have nothing to do with

presumption or superstition since all calculation was performed on authoritative

astronomic software ranging from our central integrator at NASA JPL to a small set

of handy PC programs like Solex, orbital simulators and planetarium software. Our

system is thus able to calculate a horoscope from below the surface of an alien sea,

the cockpit of a spacecraft as well as any astronomical position. Earth-based

horoscopes include altitude and topographic data for an elevated level of accuracy.

Classification follows observation. The stars and fast moving objects are

classified. Many are the classes already exist within the new frame of dwarf planets or

small solar system bodies. Some of the classes we use most often in astrology are the

Apoheles, Earth coorbitals, centaurs, cubewano, plutino and scattered disk objects.

Our calculations are mainly performed on the HORIZONS integrator by Jon

Giorgini of NASA JPL. Precision software like Solex is based on NASA models.

While an average “astrological” program and “ephemeris” spawn errors ranging from

40 to 270 degrees of arc, the software we use is completely free from flaw, being

produced by and for the honest scientifically oriented public. It is with NASA

software that we determine Venus in Hydra for the year 2007.

Prediction is paramount for the businessman, the lover and midwife. The only

time we have at hand can be either wasted or used in a most productive way.

Excellent timing can help producing little miracles as we infiltrate our best hopes into

the propitious time at hand. Drilling a hole into the matrix implies using the right

times for the right things. The prediction tools tend to remain simple and efficacious

like the primary direction. Among perhaps 300 types of direction we use the primary

direction. This type of calculus enables everyone to predict anything in seconds as

unaided by any PC, ephemeris, calculator, pen or pencil. The miracle of astrological

prediction is that everyone can know everything with perfect timing in seconds. Many

honest acquaintances of mine have learned to predict e.g. marriage in minutes through

informal chat. Imagine what knowledge is absorbable in an hour or even in a week.

Interpretation must be inspired to be real interpretation. It must come from the

intuitive region of the heart. While our calculations tend to be exceedingly meticulous

our heart must express in terms other than technical or general. We must cover a great

field still unplowed in laying down the delineation from Pluto in Bootes to Moon in

Auriga. Not even Sun in Ophiuchus has been sufficiently emphasised in modern

astrology. Many “astrologers” don’t even know this position exists in the real sky!

Initiation is being blessed in that one has done things not only in a mathematically

correct way but also in the true spirit of a world religion. Albeit we promote future

changing in the form of the real time reality rendering tools we also encourage

religious tolerance in these hard days of crisis and test for all our faiths.



Astrology in the Year 2007

The long awaited year 2007 is at hand as we write this in September 2006. Why is it so

important?

Venus enters Hydra in summer 2007. This is not only the event of the year but

also an event that marks our time. If we interpret Venus in Hydra as the birth of the

Antichrist, the event marks a hub in our predictions about the apocalypse.

Jupiter enters Ophiuchus. The remarkable event is scheduled for the end of 2006

as ruling over 2007. The time is propitious for the activity of a great immortal guru.

Pluto re-enters Ophiuchus from Serpens Cauda while heading towards the

negative stargate in Sagittarius. As Serpens Cauda is the ascendant of the U.S.A., at

least some relief from tensions can be expected after the nuclear threat peak end of

September 2006.

The main events thus feature Venus and Jupiter along with a special position for Pluto.

There are of course “minor” considerations that can affect prediction in the year to come.

Albeit distant object 2006 HW51 completes its perihelion end of September 2006,

the event may as well influence further transits in the year 2007.   Even if nuclear

rulers don’t decide attack, the position is still dangerous in terms of missile war.

The positions of the Moon are often important as exemplified by Moon in Cetus

(2005) standing for the flux of scurrying travellers in the London underground or

Moon in Auriga (2006) standing for the refugees. Even this essay has its own

horoscope. As accuses fly from Pakistan to Vatican and vice versa the local ascendant

is precisely between Serpens and Ophiuchus meaning right on the U.S.A. ascendant

and the Moon transits in Auriga at the Orion Stargate.

Since Vatican’s ascendant is Sextans we can expect worsening for the papal

mission in August 2007 when Venus retrogrades from Sextans into Hydra as ruled by

giant transneptunian Orcus with forthcoming real estate transneptunian 2002 AW197.

If the foretelling of the birth of an Antichrist in summer 2007 seems exaggerated

it nevertheless stresses the dark side of the Venus transit in Hydra with its imminent

influence on Vatican policy as Venus crosses Sextans. The last time Venus really

sojourned in Sextans was in 1967 when it spent a month and a half (sic!) in Sextans.

A rare Mercury transit happens in November. We already published as well as

republished the omens for the world and the U.S.A. a year ago. This rare transit can

of course affect planetary events at large especially as concern politics and the media.

Mercury is the prime minister of the Sun, In politics there is binary interplay

between e.g. the Iranian president who is adamant as concern nuclear politics and the

foreign minister who is left “open for negotiation.”



Dwarf Planets Publications - September 2006 - Editorial
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Dwarf Planets

Albeit the dwarf planets are a new category we have known them since their discovery.

One by one this new world of transneptunian giants entered our hearts with appropriate

delineation. Our latest effort deals with the major solar system objects in the 7
th

 house of

the horoscope. If there is a large object in your 7
th

 house it probably comes from this list:

     Record #  Epoch-yr  Primary Desig  Name                      H

�

    --------  --------  -------------  ------------------------- -----

          1     1983    (undefined)     Ceres                     3.34

          4     1981    (undefined)     Vesta                     3.20

      20000     2000    2000 WR106      Varuna                    3.55

      28978     2000    2001 KX76       Ixion                     3.41

      42301     2000    2001 UR163     [...unnamed...]            3.97

      50000     2000    2002 LM60       Quaoar                    2.73

      55565     2002    2002 AW197     [...unnamed...]            3.27

      55636     2000    2002 TX300     [...unnamed...]            3.10

      55637     2002    2002 UX25      [...unnamed...]            3.60

      84522     2002    2002 TC302     [...unnamed...]            3.85

      84922     2003    2003 VS2       [...unnamed...]            3.96

      90377     2003    2003 VB12       Sedna                     1.58

      90482     2001    2004 DW         Orcus                     2.30

      90568     2001    2004 GV9       [...unnamed...]            3.68

     473520     2003    2002 MS4       [...unnamed...]            3.85

     494234     2003    2003 AZ84      [...unnamed...]            3.80

     497176     2002    2003 EL61      [...unnamed...]            0.26

     500500     2006    2003 MW12      [...unnamed...]            3.80

     513225     2003    2003 UB313     Eris            -1.17

     554305     2004    2005 FY9       [...unnamed...]           -0.30

     565693     2006    2005 RN43      [...unnamed...]            3.80

The list looks dreadfully “scientific” but when names are assigned to objects such lists

become cozy indeed. And here’s the good news. We delineated all of these objects in the

7
th

 house of your horoscope. One day soon these objects shall be appropriately named



and all that the astrologer has to do ever after is to assign a name to a previously unnamed

object. 2003 UB313 is now established as Eris the largest dwarf planet. It was precisely

to the minute on the western horizon at New York when the WTC first impact happened.

A slightly restricted list would look like this:

Record #  Epoch-yr  Primary Desig  Name                      H

    --------  --------  -------------  ------------------------- -----

      50000     2000    2002 LM60       Quaoar                    2.73

      90377     2003    2003 VB12       Sedna                     1.58

      90482     2001    2004 DW         Orcus                     2.30

     497195     2002    2003 EL61      [...unnamed...]            0.26

     513244     2003    2003 UB313     Eris            -1.17

     554319     2004    2005 FY9       [...unnamed...]           -0.30

The above bodies are the largest in the solar system. Pluto and Charon fall into this

category. Some of them fall in the new category of the “dwarf planets” and some pertain

to the class of “small solar system bodies”. Eris is larger than Pluto, and Charon may be

treated as separate body. In the delineation we gave some credit to Charon while

delineation it for special astrology lovers who find Charon in their 7
th

 house by a split

hair. The allusion to hair of course comes from Charon in Coma Berenices. At the time

Pluto was a planet, Coma Berenices was one to partake of the zodiacal constellations.

While works like “Pluto in Bootes and Coma Berenices” are still valid, the two

constellations are no longer zodiacal since Pluto is now mere a dwarf planet.

Quaoar is currently waiting for the company of Pluto and Jupiter in Ophiuchus. While

Pluto’s reentry into Ophiuchus is a touch and go, Jupiter approaches this large zodiacal

constellation on its regular path to settle in for the year 2007.

Sedna is leaving Cetus for Taurus much as dwarf planet Pluto does on its routine

inspection of the astrological skies. Pluto never enters Pisces or Aries but dips to rule in

Cetus where we find Eris the major dwarf planet. Pluto and Eris can be closely conjunct

in Cetus. Among the 24 zodiacal IAU constellations Cetus was our favorite in the year

2005 when we had the Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Asbolus and Eris 2003 UB313 in

Cetus with appropriate and more or less apocalyptic portents and events.

2005 FY9 and 2003 EL61 are in Coma Berenices. Orcus is in Hydra waiting for Venus

there in summer 2007. Coma Berenices and Hydra were favorite star clusters with the

Egyptians of which we shall hear more and more as our Egyptian astrology reintegration

project progresses. We shall have to scratch, dig as well as meditate on Egyptian mantras

and invocations to complete this opus.  The author gives you a cryptic glance from

Venice (Vinixia, Serenissima Republica) now in Italy and its rune lion haunted arsenal.

Klaudio Zic
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